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ICT-based solution approach for collaborative delivery of customized products

Abstract

Growing interest on business collaboration motivates today’s industries, especially small and medium enterprises (SMEs) to establish and manage dynamic and non-hierarchical business networks to respond to market opportunities with added business benefits. This business environment requires concurrent work and real time information sharing between key business partners in order to design and develop customized products. The use of traditional communication media such as e-mail, phone and fax are not satisfactory to get real-time information and are time consuming and most often ineffective. In such environments, an ICT (Information and Communication Technology)/Web-based technology supports real-time information sharing among networked SMEs for the collaborative design and manufacturing of customized products. This paper proposes an innovative ICT platform supporting SMEs collaboration, through Web and the Internet of Things (IoT) technologies, which follows the Net-Challenge conceptual approach and methodological guidelines for SMEs to form and operate virtual organizations (VO) for the collaborative development and delivery of customized products. The ICT Platform was assessed in three different industry domains, namely the textile & apparel, the footwear and the machine tools respectively. This ICT solution promotes collaboration, with substantial advantages for SMEs including the reduction of costs and delivery time and improvement of the innovation potential.
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1 Introduction

In order to survive in today’s competitive business world, companies, especially manufacturing companies need to integrate their costly resources and competencies as much as possible. Such integration enables them to respond to growing demands for customized products quite comfortably. Collaborative product design and development nowadays attracts more attention among companies, especially among SMEs (Li et al. 2009). The prime concern to promote collaborative business is to design and develop cost effective and innovative collaborative product. The concept of collaborative product design and development process for SMEs can be described as an environment, where the generation of the product concept and its engineering, production planning and scheduling, operational monitoring and abnormal situations (events) management are done concurrently among the collaborative partner organizations (Ming et al., 2008; Shamsuzzoha et al., 2013).

Before initiating the collaborative business, the broker company identified the possible business opportunity after rigorous market survey. The partners are selected based on predefined criterions before forming the collaborative network (Crispim and Pinho de Sousa, 2010; Carneiro et al., 2014). This network formation process can be expedited through the implementation of ICT-enabled platform. The design and development of ICT-based platform contributes not only to build collaborative business networks but it also supports real-time process monitoring and management of collaborative processes. Such real time process monitoring system enables partners to find out process bottlenecks if there are any and adopt necessary actions to eliminate or minimize them.
Based on the above requirements this research work identified two research objectives, which are necessary to fulfil in order to establish an effective business network. The two research objectives are as follows:

(a) to design and develop an ICT-based platform to support establishing a collaborative business network with the objective to develop complex customized products.

(b) to implement an ICT-based communication framework to contribute to real time monitoring and management of collaborative business processes for mutual benefit.

Several researches have been done in order to address ICT framework within business network. Buttol et al. (2012) implemented ICT and online services to support SMEs on a path of product eco-innovation within hierarchical business network. ICT requirements analysis for enterprise networks are extensively discussed by Afsarmanesh and Thamburaj (2012), where they proposed the common ICT platform and the tools to enhance the functionality effectiveness for coworking and co-innovation among the collaborative stakeholders. A case study has been presented by Iskaniu and Kilpala (2006) to demonstrate the ICT implementation to build up the real-life digital business network consisting of a number of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) operating in co-operation with one focal company.

In literature, several ICT-based platforms have been developed to support business collaboration but most of them deal with hierarchical business network (Hossain and Wigand, 2004). Most studies do not deal with non-hierarchical network (NHN), where collaborative partner companies with similar product portfolios and sizes form a business network, and enjoy equal rights and controlling power. Such NHN are generally formed by the SMEs, where scarcity of resources and real-time communication are important concerns (Carneiro et al, 2010; Kankaanpaa et al., 2010). This research therefore outlines an ICT-platform to support business collaboration within non-hierarchical network (NHN).

The application of ICT allows partners to execute both front-end and back-end business processes, thus improving the overall value chain efficiency (Wortmann and Szirbik, 2001; Camarinha-Matos, 2005). Business networking is not new and many companies are already practicing it to gain competitiveness. However, ICT, and especially business network applications, has now emerged as an enabler for business integration, both in vertical integration with customers and horizontal integration with competitors (Rabelo, 2008; Carneiro et al., 2013).

This study presents a development process of virtual organization that aims to gain competitive advantage through increasing cooperation and collaboration and visibility in its partners’ processes. Such collaboration and visibility can be achieved through the ICT solutions as highlighted within the scope of this research. This ICT application provides collaboration in information sharing, operational cooperation and dynamic business configuration. Furthermore, ICT integrates physically distributed manufacturing companies and their customers to ensure timely and accurate information exchange among all the members of the business network.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a review of the existing literature on business collaboration with respect to product design and development, while Section 3 describes the research methodology as adopted in this research. Section 4 highlights the role of ICT-based tools in developing collaborative product design and development. Section 5 introduces the concept of the Internet of Things and smart objects in the monitoring and management of collaborative business processes. In Section 6, an ICT web-based solution is presented in the scope of an overall methodology supporting the creation and operation of non-hierarchical business networks. The overall managerial
implications of this research are illustrated in Section 7. This paper is concluded with future research directions in Section 8.

2 Theoretical Framework

2.1 Business collaboration within manufacturing companies

There is a growing recognition that collaborative business offers significant opportunities for manufacturing companies to create competitive advantages and achieve superior outcomes (Camarinha-Matos, 2009; Romero and Molina, 2014). In today’s market place manufacturing companies are reducing their overall supply base and focusing on closer relationships with similar companies in order to achieve business benefits (Panetto et al., 2012; Doloreux and Shearmur, 2012; Ren et al., 2014). Consequently, companies are facing growing trend towards business collaboration. Therefore, companies also need to understand how they can create and deliver value in business-to-business relationships. The measurement of value creation in business relationships is a prerequisite for developing reliable and valid collaborative network (Hakansson, 2014). Using an alliance with a partner reflects the commitment and capacity of each partner to absorb the skills of the other.

In today’s complex business environment, there has been unprecedented growth in corporate partnering and reliance on various forms of external collaboration (Aarikka-Stenroos et al., 2012; Ramanathan and Gunasekaran, 2014). These various forms of temporary alliances take on many manufacturing companies, starting from research and development collaborations to equity joint ventures to collaborative manufacturing to complex co-productions arrangements (Forsgren and Johanson, 2014). Such collaborations can be named differently such as business community (Carneiro et al., 2010, Kankaanpaa et al., 2010), virtual organizations (Camarinha-Matos, 2009: Camarinha-Matos et al., 2009), collaboratine network organizations (Dutton, 2008; Romero and Molina, 2011), and industry cluster (Feser and Bergman, 2000). The objectives of such collaborations are generally same such as risk sharing, access to new markets and technologies, pooling complementary skills and faster products to markets. Various dimensions, elements and benefits of business collaboration as discussed in the literature can be summarized as shown in Table 1.

| Table 1: Various dimensions, elements and benefits of business collaboration |
|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|
| Dimensions                        | Elements                          | Benefits                        |
| ICT framework for collaborative business (Barczak et al., 2007; Almeida and Azevedo, 2011; Afsarmanesh and Thamburaj, 2012; Buttol et al., 2012) | • Establishment of ICT platform  
• Develop cross enterprise business architecture  
• Design business network  
• Integrate business process | • Enhance business networking  
• Faster resource capture  
• Build trust among partners  
• Promote faster communication  
• Expand business networking |
| New Business Methodology (Rabelo et al., 2009, Carneiro et al., 2010; 2013; Kankaanpaa et al., 2010) | • Virtual communication  
• Collaborative business processes  
• Sharing valuable resources  
• Customized product development  
• Plug and play business model | • Provide optimize networking guidelines  
• Better use of collaborative assets  
• New business opportunity  
• Offer competitive business environment |
| Real-time information             | • Ontime information sharing       | • Advance problem notification   |
2.2 Collaborative Product Development within Virtual Business Network

Advances in technology in the last decade have influenced changes in the design and engineering of products and accompanied services on a global scale (Cavalieri and Pezzotta, 2012; Valilai et al., 2013). Development of lean and collaborative product approaches are increasingly adopted by the manufacturing companies and seen as the core of product life cycle management (Panchal and Fathianathan, 2008; Wu, 2012; Evanschitzky et al., 2012). These trends have created the need for new business model where individual companies with limited resources and skills can come forward to form and execute a collaborative business environment (Schleimer and Shulman, 2011). Within this business environment, the partner companies must realize that product design decisions are not made in isolation and there are likely to be wider implications. It would appear that each partner needs to tackle problems that are aligned to business drivers or initiatives, such as repeatability to manufacture, design for after sales service and support for lean product development.

The development of product-service systems raises interesting opportunities for the manufacturing companies to meet customer needs (Isaksson et al. 2009; Gebauer et al., 2010). In search for an increased customer value, a long-term improved return on investment and a more stable cash flow management combined with optimal resource utilization is required. Thus manufacturing companies are moving towards collaborative product development scenario (He and Lai, 2012). Such a collaborative business scenario or model shifts in business conditions relates to the companies’ traditional and future products, and are likely to discover many opportunities for their products, processes and business. Effective collaborative product development contributes to customer satisfaction in myriad ways, including responsiveness to customer needs, cost management, innovation and speed and quality of products and services (Fielding et al., 2014). The bottom line is that the shift in
business model has an impact on the way the manufacturing companies are developing products or services or both products-services.

The concept of developing collaborative product is highly applicable within the SMEs. In collaboration, large amounts of product information are exchanged between the network partners in order to support the quality of product design and development. Collaborative business can be defined as the environment where the partners form a virtual organization based on multi-criteria approach (Verdecho et al., 2012) and operate for achieving specific benefits in the form of sharing knowledge and experience, resources, potential risks, responsibilities, etc. (Camarinha-Matos, 2005; Wnag and Zhang, 2008). Collaboration creates more value adding activities in the complex value chain and business ecosystems globally (de Campos, 2007). It offers new business opportunities and provides lean manufacturing that may result in quality products. The types of collaboration can be in different formats such as joint ventures, strategic alliances, industrial districts, consortium, social networks and others (Almeida and Azevedo, 2011).

2.3 Application of ICT-Enabled Platform in Collaborative Product Design and Development

Globalization and technological advances are motivating manufacturing companies to extend the boundaries of their product development activities from traditional collocated settings to dispersed or distributed virtual settings (McDonough et al., 2001; Malhotra and Majchrzak, 2004; Buyukozkan and Arsenyan, 2012). Such virtual settings have wide array of ICTs at their disposal, which promotes virtual collaboration in various forms and formats (Montoya et al., 2009; Ebrahim et al., 2010). The development of ICT and in particular the Internet and other network technologies has allowed new possibilities for companies to manage their both front-end and back-end product development processes. Both ICT and Internet can be used to gain global visibility across their extended network of collaborative partners and help them to respond quickly to a range of variables, from customer demand to resource shortages (Chryssolouris et al., 2009).

Rapid development of ICT/Web-based technologies have revolutionized the complex product development. This complexity involves the integration of distributed resources and the product related information system (Hao et al., 2006). In order to manage such complexity and to be innovative, manufacturing firms are attempting to find ways to improve their flexibility and responsiveness and in turn competitiveness through implementation of ICT in their operations strategy, methods and techniques (Gunasekaran and Ngai, 2004; Nami and Tavangarian, 2007; Pouly and Huber, 2009; Durugbo and Ridel, 2013). ICT also enhances the establishment of a collaborative environment among companies through integrating diverse information systems that can enable the creation of virtual organizations (Young, 2008; Rabelo et al. 2009; Nucciarelli and Gastaldi, 2009; Cheikhrouhou et al., 2011). This collaboration contributes competencies among partner organizations to effectively and efficiently share their knowledge and collaborate with each other to compete in a global market. The inherent complexities of product design and engineering activities generally require the cooperation and coordination from multidisciplinary design teams in order to develop the quality and cost effective product. To cope with frequently changing business environment, enterprises should integrate value chains. It is very important to have an efficient collaborative environment, where the multiple design and engineering tasks of a product and sharing product information can be mediated among individual partner organizations (Alarcon et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2009). This environment should have an automated and real-time information flow strategy among the collaborative business partners (Chituc et al., 2009; Loss et al., 2010; Chan et al., 2012). The Internet and ICT/Web-based
technologies can be adopted by the manufacturing firms, especially in collaborative product development environments to create information availability that is accessible, cost-effective and useful for broad range of applications (Huang and Mak, 1999; Shen, 2000; Shen and Wang, 2002; Renner, 2002).

Business collaboration in the form of e-collaboration with active support from ICT or web-enabled technology allows the integration of business processes and the sharing of information among collaborative organizations that ultimately contributes organizations to gain competitive advantages (Camarinha-Matos et al. 2009; Chan et al., 2012; Choudhary et al., 2013). To improve product creation at the present level of market competition, manufacturers have to continually utilize computer and network technology to develop enterprise information systems and adopt business network with the view to reduce development cost (Levy and Powell, 2000). Information technology has the potential to revolutionize the way a small business adapts to new business opportunities through lowering transaction costs, reduced marketing and communication costs and global expansion and improved business-to-business networking (Johnston, 1998; Isenberg et al., 2011). This networking is crucial to small businesses and ICT-based technology enables SMEs to expand their networking and business opportunities onto a global stage with minimum capital investment (Li et al., 2005).

There have been many ICT platforms developed so far to support business collaboration with various requirements and specifications. For instance, Rabelo et al. (2006) presented an ICT infrastructure that allows a well-established group of organizations in the virtual organization breeding environment (VBE) to collaborate between each other as well as to manage this collaboration. Chituc et al. (2009) proposed an ICT-enabled collaborative interoperability framework to support seamless interoperability in a networked business environment. Iskanius et al (2009) highlighted an ICT-based solution deploying agent technology to integrate dispersed companies and customers to ensure that all the members of the network receive accurate and timely information. Carneiro et al. (2010) proposed an ICT-based dynamic framework to form and execute non-hierarchical business networks to assure competitiveness and sustainability. The ICT-enabled framework as presented in this paper highlights mainly the formation of virtual organization that supports not only non-hierarchical business collaboration among industries (mostly SMEs), but also help to develop true customized product known as ‘one-of-a-kind’ product. This framework is unique than previously developed frameworks with respect to their flexibility to apply, manage and retrieve the development and management of virtual organizations effectively and efficiently.

3 Design/methodology/approach

The methodology of this research can be divided into several sub-phases as follows:

(a) This study is based on a comprehensive literature review of past and recent developments in the area of business networking, collaborative product development within virtual business network, and implementation of ICT-enabled platform to design and develop collaborative product.

(b) Six case companies within three business networks namely: textile & apparel, footwear, and machine tool industry were considered in this study and their business strategies and collaboration processes were analysed. In depth interviews were conducted with the case networks key personnel’s as well as their business partners.

(c) The case studies were helpful to collect the requirements for the collaborative processes and to identify their needs in the area of ICT support tools.
(d) From the need of collaborative processes and support tools, a conceptual ICT-enabled platform is designed and developed with the objective of creating and managing business networks to develop collaborative product.

(e) The developed conceptual ICT platform was implemented, refined and validated as a part of the case networks and their RTD partners.

4 Role of ICT/Web-based technology for developing collaborative product for SMEs

Continuous demands for the development of innovative and quality products are the critical issues of success for all companies, especially for SMEs whatever the country or size. However, it is risky to invest on new or innovative products for companies/SMEs, where the failure might result devastating for them. New, innovative and custom-tailored products also need large expenditures related with research and development, production tooling, market search and promotional activities, which is often out of capacities for a SME. In such business circumstances, SMEs are encouraged to form and operate required collaboration among them. During collaboration, a firm should consider the trade-offs of each, measure the business gain against the associated challenges and identify the organizational capabilities, structure and resource availability to manage such challenges (Pisano and Verganti, 2008).

The scope of collaborative product design and development is huge in terms of sharing knowledge and expertise, exchanging innovative ideas and utilization of valuable resources, among the partner organizations. The fundamental goal of collaborative product development is to map the value stream within the product lines (Chryssolouris et al., 2007; Peng et al., 2014). In order to cooperate with each other in their production lines, manufacturing firms form temporary consortiums known as virtual organizations (VO). A VO is formed and operated after identifying definite business opportunities and is dissolved when the opportunities are over. Before forming the VO a contractual agreement is signed among the partners that represent the detailed of investment, risk and profit sharing, individual responsibilities, etc.

In collaboration, the ICT-based technology plays an important role for establishing the communication, trust and real-time information update among the networked partners. The real-time information update can be defined as the information sharing among partner organizations instantly with the help of ICT or Web-based platform such as Internet (Campos, 2009). Such type of information update is related to the maintenance of collaborative business processes security. The information to be exchanged between partners is agreed upon separately with each partner. This also requires specific protocols before exchanging real-time information between partners. Based on the predefined protocols and access, right individual partner can get the necessary information. This real-time information exchange supports electronic maintenance, where the processes are monitored and managed over the Internet. In case of Internet failure, such kind of maintenance work is also disrupted until the Internet connection is restored.

This technology can be used to enhance knowledge exchange and can also be utilized as a source of providing new forms of value adding activities among the collaborative network (Benbya et al., 2004; de Berranger et al., 2004). Rapid advances in ICT-based technology has contributed to interlink the activities of companies into giant networks, make it possible to widely distributed companies to cooperate with each other through computer networks in the Internet. This internet technology not only change the traditional way as companies interact with each other but also changed dramatically the basis on which business is conducted (Cecily et al., 2011).
5 Internet of Things for monitoring collaborative business processes

Business process tracking and tracing on real-time is a basic requirement for any collaborative network organization. This tracking requirement includes real-time status tracking such as the case of process monitoring to improve workflow, continuous inventory location tracking, and materials tracking to prevent left-ins during production execution. The demand for increased accuracy and timeliness of information about business processes motivates collaborative partners to understand their operational levels that lead to process optimization. The implementation of real time monitoring enables partner organization to better control and manage business processes that deals with products and resources, the environments or persons. In such business situation, sensory information increases the accuracy of real world checks and thus forms the foundation of event-driven management (Haller et al., 2009). Today’s automated sensing devices offer a new and much finer granularity of information management that supports the easy discovery, communication and application of events across the business organizations (Bi et al., 2014).

The advancement of sensor-enabled technologies such as Internet of Things (IoT), smart objects, wireless technology, etc., play a critical role in monitoring and manage business processes in networked businesses. RFID (Radio-Frequency Identification) tags, actuators, mobile phones, wireless sensor network systems, near field communications (NFC), etc., can coexist in sensor networks to provide capabilities such autonomous and proactive behaviour, context awareness and collaborative communications. Sensor networks are organized as a set of sensing and acting nodes which communicate in a wireless multi-hop fashion (Atzori et al., 2010).

The IoT concept can be applied to automate the monitoring and management of collaborative business processes. Information periodically sent by smart objects in the context of activity execution may be exploited to inform any stakeholder in the process about recent issues in both ongoing and upcoming manufacturing processes. This can be in the form of measuring the progress of operational activities, informing about problems or bottlenecks during process execution, issue alarms and notifications, etc. Business process monitoring improves the overall efficiency of the partners companies that ultimately reduces costs and improves throughput. Implementation of IoT through smart objects makes it easy and cost-effective to deploy predictive intelligence through manufacturing processes. This predictive intelligence can be extended to areas that were previously out of physical or economic reach.

The exploitation of the IoT in the form of smart objects can be addressed as depicted in Figure 1. Each sensor-based smart object is located in the physical environment affecting an individual process. Updated information regarding normal and abnormal conditions is transmitted in a proactive manner to higher level information processing elements. At this level, information is analysed, filtered and aggregated so that management tasks could be achieved. For example, conditions requiring user attention may be displayed in a web-based platform in the form of a ‘Dashboard’ or be individually sent to mobile devices in the form of text messages. In a collaborative business environment, smart objects are located in dispersed manufacturing locations, and information may be processed and displayed in a web-based platform and accessible to the stakeholders in the collaborative process in order to identify the level of alerts (high, low, medium), the status of activities in the collaborative process (machine break down, shortage of raw materials, etc.), faulty parts/components, etc. The partner responsible for a given process has real-time access to its status and can take the necessary actions or measures.
Today’s product design and development processes are inherently complex, distributed and interdisciplinary. The increasing rate of complexities is forcing companies to be more and more collaborative for mutual understanding and achieving benefits. This collaborative environment enables the emergence of a new paradigm of collaborative design, engineering, and manufacturing of customized products. The sharing of knowledge in distributed collaborative design processes usually takes place in established partnerships only, where mutual trust exists and proper agreements among the partners have been set up (Pawlak et al., 2011). The collaboration within SMEs links a more rigid form of collaborative network, often termed as virtual organization that can be shorter or longer term depending on the nature of business potential.

The case example as presented in this study is taken from the results achieved in a European research project (Net-Challenge, http://www.netchallenge.org/), where the goal was to support the creation and management of non-hierarchical business networks where SMEs join competencies and resources to succeed on the global market in the design and manufacturing of complex products. This was accomplished by the definition of the Net-Challenge Methodology, which defines the relevant concepts, high level activities and guidelines that support collaboration in non-hierarchical business networks, aiming at the development of high-variety and low-volume businesses, related with complex products design and manufacturing (Carneiro et al., 2010; Carneiro et al., 2013). This was later conveyed to and exploited on an ICT web-based platform, the Net-Challenge Platform, responsible for supporting most of the Net-Challenge proposed collaboration processes. Together, the Net-Challenge conceptual Framework and Platform were demonstrated in three case networks coming from specific industrial sectors: textile and apparel (in Portugal), footwear (in Italy) and machining tools (in Spain). The project consortium included a total of six pilot companies, two per each of the case networks that were selected among the key members of such networks. These companies played a key role in the requirements analysis, in the test and improvement of the solution and in the demonstration of the final results (Carneiro et al., 2010).

6.1 Net-Challenge main concepts
According to the Net-Challenge Framework, a Business Community (BC) is defined as a group of organizations, mainly SMEs, which are working in the same regional or sectoral business field, and where trust can be built and information and knowledge communication streamlined so as to facilitate the fast and efficient creation of business networks. An organization in the BC, its Facilitator, is responsible to animate and promote networking in the community and to implement administrative tasks, as for example, support the evaluation and admission of new members, based on a pre-established regulation.

The exploitation of specific business opportunities is the key aim in a Business Community. Through the participation in the community’s activities, as specified by the Net-Challenge Methodology, members are expected to form Virtual Organizations (VO), sets of (legally) independent organizations that share resources and skills to respond to specific market opportunities, but that is not limited to a business alliance between those organisations. Virtual Organizations are temporary organisational forms that are created to respond to specific market opportunities and subsequently dissolved when the opportunity is satisfied (Camarinha-Matos et al., 2008:6). Two specific manufacturing scenarios are supported: Engineer-To-Order (ETO) and Customized-To-Order (CTO). In the ETO scenario, the main focus is the development of one-of-a-kind products. During its formation phase, customer requirements are captured, product specification is accomplished and planning specifies how this one unit or one instance of a large quantity of the conceived product will be manufactured in the subsequent operating phase. The CTO approach is used for customization scenarios, where the importance of defining a product platform is essential, product variants are created after configuring the product according to each customer needs and supports true customization. In both types of Virtual Organizations, the organization that identifies the business opportunity and is responsible for the formation of the VO is the VO Broker. Usually, he represents the customer and is responsible for coordinating all the formation, operation and dissolution phases among the partnership.

6.2 Major requirements for the Net-Challenge ICT Platform

The Net-Challenge Framework proposes a large number of collaboration processes both at the Business Community and Virtual Organization levels. Due to its inherent social nature, some of the collaboration activities between members in a community and partners in a Virtual Organization were proposed to be naturally supported by existing social networking ICT technology. Promoting networking and trust between Business Community members, and defining the strategy, business model and governance model of the community are examples of such collaboration activities that may be supported by information content sharing and document repository types of functionalities in an ICT platform. On the contrary, collaborative planning of the design and manufacturing activities between the members in a given Virtual Organization, and monitoring its execution along time and reacting to detected abnormal events are operational processes that deserve the development of specific decision support ICT tools. As such, the strategy was to select an existing ICT platform, providing a rich set of information and social media applications, and adapt and customize it to the specific Net-Challenge Framework requirements. Moreover, the chosen ICT platform should be open and support the development of specific functionality. Its selection was guided by the following major requirements:

- Explicit support of the major organizational entities: organizations (modelling the SMEs), community as a set of organizations, collaborative projects as a specific group of organizations in a given community. Organizations are represented by persons. As dictated by the Framework, information created in a collaboration project can only be
shared by the correspondent partnership, but information created in the corresponding community is accessible in all the collaborative projects created in that community.

- Explicit support of independent communities, so that no information is shared between members in separate communities.
- Implementation of functionality commonly provided by Content Management Systems (creation and sharing of information, creation and sharing of multimedia document libraries, navigation along published information, etc.).
- Open and modular codebase, so that specific developments can be added and easily integrated. Additionally, all the applications provided by the ICT platform should be modelled as components and support different ways of laying them in the different workspaces. Different communities may have different user interfaces, and Engineer-To-Order and Customized-To-Order scenarios naturally demand different user interfaces.
- Explicit support of private and public areas in the platform. Communities and collaboration projects need to expose information to the public (in the Internet), in order, for example, to publicize its existence and capture new members and/or partners. Furthermore, registered organizations and their representatives may need private areas where they store private information.

6.3 Net-Challenge ICT Platform high-level system architecture

Figure 2 identifies the main modules comprising the Net-Challenge ICT Platform. The top four modules support the formation and operation of virtual organizations (in the up following subsections, the term Collaborative Project is used as synonym to the term Virtual Organization) and implement the most critical collaboration processes defined by the Net-Challenge Framework: searching in the community for the partnership that implements the required technical capabilities and have the adequate resources; collaborative specification of the product concept (ETO scenario) or of the product platform (CTO scenario); collaborative planning of the design, manufacturing and logistics activities required by the partnership to deliver the product to customer; and monitoring and reacting to abnormal conditions in the execution of the planned activities.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 2:** Main modules comprising the Net-Challenge ICT Platform

The collaboration infrastructure for collaborative projects (virtual organizations) (Figure 3) provides the workspace, making available all the above decision support tools in the support of forming and operating a given collaborative project. Additionally, a document repository and a wiki-based sub-subsystem are available to support the sharing of documents
(contracts, non-disclosure agreements, and engineering designs) between the partners. The buttons in the area pointed by the arrow in Figure 3 activates a specific set of tab windows in the area below, allowing the User to get the details of the partnership defined so far (Partnership button) and to participate in the Form, Operate, and Dissolve phases of the collaborative project (Form, Operate and Dissolve buttons). Section 6.5 onwards describes these activities. In order to “guide” the user, the small boxes above the buttons specify the whole process and the current activity being achieved by the members: in the example illustrated in Figure 3, members are participating in the definition of the project’s aggregate plan.

**Figure 3:** Workspace for forming and operating a Collaborative Project

The collaboration infrastructure for business communities (Figure 4) provides the workspace for promoting information and knowledge sharing activities between members in a given community. The module provides two types of communities: open communities, open
to any kind of organization, and restricted communities, where members must be invited by any member in the community and must fulfil the requirements defined by the community. The performance management module (Ferreira et al., 2012) is transversal to both communities and virtual organizations.

6.4 Supporting Technology

Given the key requirements identified in section 6.2 and the design described above, Liferay Portal (http://www.liferay.com/), an Open Source project implementing a content management system with portal and collaboration oriented functionality was selected to be the foundation of the Net-Challenge ICT Platform. This is shown in Figure 5. By itself, Liferay Portal provides a vast range of collaboration tools (document repository, Wiki, message boards, blogs) in an open and flexible way, allowing instances of these tools to be laid out on the screen in a very friendly way. Additionally, different layouts may be produced in the form of templates, enabling the dynamic creation of different workspaces. In the Net-Challenge ICT Platform, this feature is used to enable the creation of different instances of Business Communities and different collaboration projects (e.g., ETO or CTO), starting from pre-established layouts.

On the other hand, Liferay Portal supports the incorporation of external software modules (provided they fulfil a given API), allowing the templates and the user interfaces they generate to contain not only Liferay existing modules but also the Net-Challenge specific decision support tools (partner search and product concept, product platform, collaborative planning and monitoring and event management). As depicted in Figure 5, these tools are supported by the Google Web Toolkit (http://www.gwtproject.org/), an open source set of tools that allows web developers to create and maintain complex JavaScript front-end applications in Java, and by the Vaadin Framework (https://vaadin.com/), which eases the development of java-based web applications on top of the Google Web Toolkit.

Figure 5: Supporting technology of the Net-Challenge Platform
The core information model of Liferay Portal was another strong argument for its selection. Users, organizations and groups of the previous entities are mapped and extended by the key Net-Challenge concepts of Business Community, Virtual Organization, VO Broker and BC Facilitator. This enabled Liferay’s security and access control mechanisms to be extended to the Net-Challenge decision support tools.

Persistency of data is assured by a relational database management system, while the mapping of the object oriented model to the relational model is taken care by Hibernate ORM (http://hibernate.org/orm/), one of the most popular open source frameworks in this domain.

As depicted in the diagram, all information supporting the decision support tools (partner search, product concept, planning, monitoring and event management, and performance management) are stored at this unique central data base. A distributed approach could have been taken, by developing autonomous applications with completely separate data base instances. However, the complexity of such a system would turn the software development into a very complex task, opening the door to interoperability issues that were out of scope. The design and software implementation of the aimed decision support tools in the framework of an open content management system (Liferay Portal) proved to be manageable, allowing future instantiations of the Net-Challenge Platform to be managed by an ICT company, providing their services to a community of SME. However, for supporting real time order monitoring (i.e., operations in a VO), a set of SOAP web services were designed in order to import order state from partners’ ERP systems. This was restricted to the specific cases of textile, clothing and footwear sectors, through the help of the eBIZ-TCF reference architecture (http://www.ebiz-tcf.eu/), now a CEN Workshop Agreement (CWA 16667).

6.4 Specify customer requirements

In the very first step in the formation of a given Collaborative Project, the Broker must identify and analyse the customer requirements after rigorous market survey, which identifies the specific business opportunity. They are collected and screened out in order to prioritize the requirements based on different predefined criterions or factors. Most projects have general requirements such as delivery due date, total price and total quality, elements that will be used later on to assess the feasibility of the project, and specific requirements more related to the technical properties the product must comply with.

6.5 Search for partners

The next step is to search the community for partners that could participate in the fulfilment of the identified business opportunity and thus be part of the collaborative project. This search is based on information available at the related community. Each member in the community must have fulfilled a set of data (its profile) during its admission: identification of contact persons, name and location, identification of target markets, manufactured products, reference clients and projects, quality and production certifications, etc. Furthermore, organizations are demanded by the community Facilitator to identify its technical capabilities. Figure 6 illustrates the characterization made in a community operating in the textile/apparel industry: identification of process, processed product/component and applicable technical feature. For instance, second member in Figure 6 states that he is able to stamp fabric with length up to 10,000 meters on a week basis. Additionally, members’ technical capabilities may be qualified by the remaining members in the community, so that information is more reliable. Within the context of a given collaborative project and given the specific customer requirements, information about members can be searched and used to create invitations that are sent to the respective organizations. According to the Net-Challenge Methodology, this
should be realized in parallel with the product concept so that invitations are created in the context of a given activity (supply, manufacturing, distribution) in the delivery of the product.

![Table: Technical capabilities of each member in the community](image)

**Figure 6:** Technical capabilities of each member in the community

### 6.6 Document the project

In any business collaboration, a document library is necessary for keeping and sharing among the partners essential documents for smoothly forming and operating the project. This library often contains different folders within which various documents can be added or stored for future use. These folders might contain the important information related with customer requirements, customer quotation, partner contracts, product concept, project contract, etc. These folders can be opened, edited and deleted following required access code or permission. All the partners in the collaborative project have the permission to open and access the information repository from this document library. Figure 7 presents a sample document library as developed within the ICT Platform.

![Document library](image)

**Figure 7:** Document library

Contracts, non-disclosure agreements, business models and any documents intended to regulate the formation and operation of the project should be defined and stored in the document library. In this context, the best practices possibly defined in the related business community in the form of documents may be imported and adapted. This activity may be
realized by the Broker alone or in collaboration with the core partners already invited throughout the Platforms’ collaboration tools (wiki, message boards and blogs). No innovation activities were foreseen by the Net-Challenge Framework.

6.7 Create the product concept

The development of the product concept is an essential step in the formation of a collaborative project. This aims at defining the needed bill-of-materials (BOM), including parts list, parts interfacing with each other and required components/materials, and corresponding bill of operations (BOO) and their allocation to the partners in the project. Partners also need to identify the corresponding suppliers responsible to supply the individual materials as needed to manufacture the required parts.

Figure 8 displays the sample product concept (for a footwear product), where different information related to the parts such as name of the parts, their descriptions (product code, quantity, cost, material, etc.), suppliers’ details (name, URL address, etc.) are collected and stored within the ICT Platform. Search and selection of partners is imbricated in the product concept activity. In most cases, the Broker is the leading actor in the product concept activity, but any partner that accepts to participate in the project (after having agreed on the non-disclosure documents and contractual documents initially set by the Broker) is demanded to actively participate in the process.

Figure 8: Product concept and bill-of-materials

Figure 9 shows the support of the Platform to the specification of the BOM. Partners within the project need to define the major operations required to manufacture/assemble/distribute the product that is being conceived, so as to identify the operation name, type of operation, partner/supplier responsible for specific operation, operational sequence, etc.
Collaborative planning among the partners

In designing and developing the product, partners need to plan their allocated individual activities. This planning stage is done in two steps known as aggregate planning and detailed planning (Almeida et al., 2013). The aggregate planning is done just after the product concept and gives an overall idea of how operations may be sequenced, how much time each one requires, total cost of each operation, and finishing due date. A negotiation-based conversation is carried between the partners so that each one states their cost for realizing a given operation in a certain due date, within a given lead-time, for producing a given quantity of parts for the product in response to requests generated by any other partner. Each partner is thus allowed to create requests for quotations to any other partner in the project and is expected to provide quotation (specifying lead times, due dates and costs) to any request. First
plan is created by the VO Broker, functioning as a starting point in the approach. The goal is to collaboratively achieve several aggregate plans, with different characteristics in terms of costs, due dates, lead times and product quantities. In order to quantify and serialize the plans produced so far, specific criteria (see Figure 10) must be initially defined and agreed by all the partners. Additionally, a maximum timeout is initially defined for each iteration and for the whole process. When these conditions are met, the best plan (according to the defined criteria) is chosen.

In the detailed planning step, a list of the tasks and activities of individual partners are scheduled, monitored and updated from time to time based on the actual progress. In this context, a Gantt chart is provided in the ICT Platform to visually identify the operations’ progress. On this Gantt chart (Figure 11), each of the partners’ progress is made available to the other partners and displayed in a real-time environment. From this chart, the VO partners could estimate their progress and adjust their schedule based on the up-to-date information.

![Gantt chart](image-url)

**Figure 11: Display of detailed operational planning within a collaborative project**

### 6.9 Monitoring and managing abnormalities in process execution

In order to keep the aggregate and detailed planning according to schedule, partners need to continuously monitor and manage the uneven situations, known as ‘events’ in operational processes. Monitoring the operational process in a collaborative project is organized by investigating the individual partners’ tasks, as displayed in Figure 12. Individual partners have their own task schedule based on their committed due dates and lead times. Its progress is reported as a percentage. If there are any deviations within the tasks schedule, necessary steps need to be taken to adjust it. All the partners in the collaborative project (virtual organization) visualize and monitor on each other’s progress in a real-time environment and adjust their scheduled tasks accordingly if necessary.

![Tasks monitoring](image-url)

**Figure 12: Tasks monitoring within a collaborative project**

Abnormal situations may arise during the execution of an operational process within a collaborative project. These may be related with machine breakdowns, shortage of materials, labour unrest/strike, etc. These abnormal conditions need to be detected and managed in order
to avoid delivery delays in the process. In the Net-Challenge Platform, events which hamper the production processes are firstly characterized, and then monitored, detected, prioritized and controlled as soon as they occur. Otherwise, they may create complete schedule chaos within the collaborative network. Figure 13 outlines the data elements of an event and the various management actions. This event window is used to identify basic information about specific conditions in the process, associated risks and possible deviations from the normal expected condition, including the identification of what resolutions and notification actions should be undertaken by which partner in the virtual organization.

![Image](image_url)

**Figure 13** Characterization of an event (abnormal situation) in a collaborative project

### 6.10 Monitoring operations with IoT technologies

Monitoring of operations, the identification of deviations to a predefined plan, the identification of other events and the reaction to its occurrence are important issues in a virtual organization operation. Events are usually categorized in terms of their detrimental effect on the production process and often displayed with various colour codes such as red, yellow and green. Events with a red colour signify highest priority to manage while yellow and green colours identify medium and low priority respectively. Figure 14 displays a sample event management window as developed by using the ICT-based tool. This window shows the location of the partner organization and where the event occurred in the map. It also displays its status, priority and occurrence time.

The monitoring of certain events like the start or finishing of an operation may be automatically captured with RFID technology or other IoT technologies. In this specific application of smart objects, an RFID-based event is a description of a certain class of tags that are expected to be read in certain locations of the business process. The start and finish time of process steps are mapped to RFID-based readings and these sensor data is expected to arise in certain time windows in the execution of the process. In case they are not generated inside the defined time window, an event is raised and a resolution procedure is followed. In the case example presented in this section, it was also implemented the possibility for workers to inform the system through manual SMS messages, which can be an interesting possibility when the operation is executed in a small and remote site without connectivity or RFID readers.
Managerial implications

(a) Collaborative business point of view

In order to survive in current business world, manufacturing firms need to be innovative in terms of product design and manufacturing capabilities. The issue of product design is usually so complex and often needs lots of information exchange associated with constant design improvements. It also inherits substantial amount of resource consumptions and requires interpretation of knowledge and expertise. The goal of manufacturing firms is to develop more products in a shorter period of time. Collaborative product development, combining product design and engineering, can be the beginning of the time saving revolution by working cross-functionality. Today’s competitive business, manufacturing firms are seeking the ability to leverage the expertise of qualified partners to gain new proficiency beyond their own core competencies. The basic theme of this initiative is to divide product development project work among potential partners to develop product parts/components in parallel, shortening lead time.

In such collaborative environment, firms’ managers need to accumulate the combined resources and to distribute the developmental tasks among the partner organizations. This can ensure to reduce the time to market acceptance as partners work together with the objective to achieve new market segments for total customer solutions. The collaborative product development supports firms’ managers to be able to generate, transform, and distribute knowledge that consequently offered customers value in the market place and gaining competitive edge. In collaboration, managers need to maintain both layers namely collaboration layer, where the information related with project management, structured design, real-time design information and social interactions among partners are maintained, and control layer, where intellectual property rights, database, product data registry and product data management are maintained for quality product development (Lasser, 2003).

Before promoting any form of collaboration among firms, especially SMEs, managers of individual firms are required to establish an effective and efficient communication infrastructure. This infrastructure supports the real time information update among the partners, corresponding to individual operational status including bottlenecks and/or abnormalities. The exploitation of ICT/Web-based technology or tool in the Internet and World Wide Web provide such communication infrastructure that impacts the coordination of partners’ business activities. These tools provide round the clock (24/7) product development information via synchronous and asynchronous technology such as email and instant communication tools.
messages (SMS). This information flow among partner organizations within a VO ensures on
time product development process in a collaborative manner and creates the costly trust and
motivation to the business organizations.

(b) Validation point of view

The Net-Challenge ICT Platform presented in the above section was assessed in three
different industry domains, namely the textile and apparel, the footwear and the machine
tools, in Portugal, Italy and Spain, respectively. Two SMEs leaded the assessment within each
use case, creating a closed BC and inviting six to ten firms to participate to participate in the
BC according to their elective interests. In total six firms, two from each three different
industry domains were participated in the online questionnaires process to validate the
proposed ICT platform. In all the three different industry domains, the tools available at the
BC level were evaluated as adding value to their pre-order activities as the tools allowed each
firm to know the technical capabilities (products, processes and technical features) of the
remaining members in the BC and as this information was initially stated by each firm but
later on qualified by other members in the BC, information was considered to be more reliable
and accurate. In all the cases, this contributed to an easier and faster selection of members
while creating a VO in the BC. Also, firms valued the advertisement of their qualified
capabilities outside the BC, i.e. at the Internet.

Additionally, in the footwear use case, the platform allowed the members to have a
common background of knowledge and language as the BC facilitator had a proactive role
and shared information about the conception, design and production of footwear with healthy
characteristics, characterizing the target market segment related to the demand for fashion and
the need for specific functional and healthy characteristics. Sustainability of the product,
including the aspects of ecology values, care during product dismissal, and measurement of
the environmental impact of production processes, was the main theme treated by the BC
Facilitator.

At the formation and operation of a VO, the degree of usage of the decision support
tools was different in the three use cases. In the footwear use case, the focus was to design a
collection of shoes with specific healthy features, considering the requests of a stylist (acting
as VO customer), and to produce a set of prototypes. In this context, the design of the
collection was the most complex activity and the product concept decision support tool was
the most appreciated tool. The tool allowed the selected firms to collaborate with the VO
Broker in specifying all the components and accessories needed for each shoe model in the
collection and to manage all such information in a common environment.

On the other hand, the VO created in the textile and apparel use case, focused on the
design and production of thousands of military uniforms, comprised by three pieces of
clothing: shirts, dolmans and trousers. In this context, the collaborative planning decision
support tool proved to be the most appreciated tool as the key challenge was to achieve the
best partial delivery dates at the smallest price. Real-time negotiation between the selected
partners about their costs, their production capacities and partial delivery dates allowed the
partners to generate and evaluate a set of production and distribution plans and to select the
one maximizing the initially defined criteria.

In the machine tool use case, the design and manufacture of an automated EDM cell for
producing tools, injection molding and die casting molds was the target of the formed VO. In
this scenario, the involved firms elected the risk and event management the most valuable
decision support tool in the Net-Challenge ICT Platform. The former experience of the two
leading members in the BC, allowed them to build a knowledge data for solving problems that
have happened in the past, in the form of identification of risks and of possible resolutions.
This was defined at the BC level and imported to the VO at hand. The approach allowed the identification of questions and proposed solutions that traditionally are not covered.

8 Discussion and conclusions

The increasing trends of shorter product life cycle push manufacturing firms globally to be innovative in order to reduce the product development lead time. This objective puts enormous pressure on product engineering activities including design, production, logistics, etc., to be performed with higher quality in shorter time frame. In this research, a collaborative product design, development and manufacturing approach is presented with the view to be competitive and gain success in the market place. The basic needs for collaborative work are corresponding to product globalization that affects customers and push towards rapid product replacement. Manufacturing firms, especially the SMEs, are struggling to compete to get their products on the market first (time-to-market). To tackle such calamities, geographically spread SMEs need to cooperate and exploit their resources through the formation and operation of virtual organization.

During formation and operationalization of the VO, the collaborative firms (SMEs) require a secure environment for sharing valuable information among their networked partners. A mutual identity and real time information sharing bridge the gaps that might exist among the partners. The most successful collaborative environment demonstrates the ability to share and synchronize the information and to utilize it to increase the trust among the partners. Therefore, the need to develop ICT-based communication infrastructure is crucial for running an effective and efficient collaborative network like VO or virtual enterprise (VE). This ICT/Web-based tool or internet based communication infrastructure ensures partners to be able to perform activities electronically related with product development and production to cooperate with other participating partners in the network.

Typically, collaborative product design and development is highly iterative and interactive activity involves among geographically dispersed designers. In such environment, ICT-based tool supports to required information exchange among partners corresponding to product design, engineering and manufacturing processes. This platform accumulated key operations among the manufacturing firms which are globally distributed. In this research, a supportive collaborative environment is presented with the view to develop collaborative product design and manufacturing with production scheduling and operational monitoring. It is hoped that this operational guideline will enhance the globalized product development process among manufacturing firms, especially SMEs. Every aspect of developing the collaborative product such as partners selection process, formation of VO, product concept, production scheduling, essential planning (aggregate and detailed), production monitoring (event monitoring and control), etc., are illustrated in this paper.

This research was focused to the implementation perspective of ICT solutions in the collaborative business environment. These solutions are mainly focused in the forms of establishing communication infrastructure and smart process monitoring between business partners within the VO network. The communication infrastructure as established within this research study is supported by the ICT platform contributes to form and document a collaborative VO, store partners’ information, initiate collaborative planning, deploy and fulfill an order within VO. On the other hand, the implementation of IoT-based technology and tool in this research provided necessary support to smart process monitoring that enables to avoid or minimize both known and unknown events and risks within the VO.

In the future research, this study will be extended towards the implementation of cloud-based data repository system that supports the data/information storage and retrieval facility within the VO. This cloud repository system works as an extension of VO process monitoring
system, where various processes related data/information be stored and retrieved according to the specific requirements.
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